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IN CEE
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RESEARCH
TO PRACTICE

Dear Alumni and Friends,
CEE@CMU has a long tradition of innovation and entrepreneurship
in education, in research, and in companies that have initiated in
our department and that have been started by our alumni building
on the bonds and ideas they formed during their studies at CMU.
Examples of companies germinated in some way through CEE include
D’Appolonia Engineers, GAI Engineers, Rizzo Associates, DiGioia
Gray & Associates, Wearable Consult, Locus Technologies, Rycon
Construction, and there are many others.
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Carnegie Mellon University does
not discriminate in admission,
employment, or administration of its
programs or activities on the basis
of race, color, national origin, sex,
handicap or disability, age, sexual
orientation, gender identity, religion,
creed, ancestry, belief, veteran status
or genetic information. Furthermore,
Carnegie Mellon University does not
discriminate and is required not to
discriminate in violation of federal,
state, or local laws or executive
orders.
Inquiries concerning the application
of and compliance with this
statement should be directed to the
vice president for campus affairs,
Carnegie Mellon University, 5000
Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213,
telephone 412-268-2056.
Carnegie Mellon University publishes
an annual campus security and
fire safety report describing the
university’s security, alcohol and
drug, sexual assault, and fire safety
policies and containing statistics
about the number and type of
crimes committed on the campus
and the number and cause of fires
in campus residence facilities during
the preceding three years. You can
obtain a copy by contacting the
Carnegie Mellon Police Department at
412-268-2323. The annual security
and fire safety report is also available
online at http://www.cmu.edu/police/
annualreports/.

In this issue, we highlight some current entrepreneurial activities of faculty members, students,
and recent graduates. Professors Burcu Akinci and Xuseong (Pine) Liu started LeanFM
Technologies, which is developing software for visualization of facility operational data in an
interactive 3D environment; Professor Greg Lowry is involved as a scientific advisor with the
California company Applied Silver, a manufacturer of silver nanomaterials; alum Corrinne
Clinch founded Rorus Inc. to bring to market a low-cost, point-of-use water filter that employs
embedded nanomaterial to assist with treatment; and alum Erin Dauson has joined with
Professors Kelvin Gregory, Irving Oppenheim, and David Greve to form Wav Diagnostics,
built upon an acoustic cell separation technology developed by the team.
In this issue we also report on some truly innovative research by our faculty and students.
Professors Hae Young Noh and Pei Zhang and their student team have been developing
sensors to identify and track people based on vibrations generated as they walk. To test and
further develop the technology, they have deployed their sensor system at a Pittsburgh nursing
home to detect changes in walking patterns in order to prevent falls of the elderly residents.
Professors Mitchell Small and Matteo Pozzi, working with PhD student Pengyun Wang and
Professor William Harbert of the University of Pittsburgh, have been developing approaches
for detecting and quantifying increases in the frequency of human-induced earthquakes.
Professors Mario Berges and Anthony Rowe have developed new sensors for buildingenvironment control systems that will permit much more efficient operation. Professor Amit
Acharya, working with collaborators in England and Israel, has made substantial progress on a
longstanding mathematical problem in theory of material behavior: understanding microscopic
plasticity at macroscopic scales. These are just some examples of an impressive portfolio of
research in CEE.
The entire CEE community was saddened by the passing of Professor Larry Cartwright on
August 28 after a battle with cancer. A tribute to Larry appears within. We are planning a
memorial event for Larry on Friday evening, April 21. Information about the event will be sent to
all alumni.
We will be holding our 2016 CEE Alumni Awards reception beginning at 5:30pm on Friday,
October 28, in conjunction with Homecoming Weekend. All alumni are welcome for the event.
Please plan to join us if you will be on campus.
The faculty, students, and staff of CEE thank all of our loyal and generous alumni who support
the department in so many much-appreciated ways. We send our best wishes to all of you.

Dave Dzombak
Hamerschlag University Professor
CEE Department Head
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Innovation and Entrepreneurship In CEE
Building information modeling software, smart sensor systems, and cell separation technology—these
are just a few of the latest products of entrepreneurship inside the Civil & Environmental Engineering
department.
The innovators driving such projects are CEE students, alumni, and faculty, working together on cuttingedge research to spawn companies and products with a reach far exceeding the world of engineering.
REIMAGINING FACILITY MANAGEMENT IN 3D
Managing one building might not sound difficult, but how about a hundred buildings? What if you were
dealing with multiple water leaks, power outages, and other accidents costing your hospital, university,
or retail stores hundreds of thousands of dollars per month, and you didn’t even know the cause of these
problems?
Left to right:
Xuesong (Pine) Liu
and Burcu Akinci
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According to CEE Research Assistant Professor Xuesong (Pine) Liu, large organizations often waste more
than 30% of their annual budgets simply trying to track down what’s causing facility problems like these.
Civil & Environmental Engineering

and software.” Sources can include
design drawings, equipment manuals,
maintenance management systems, and
building automation systems controlling
temperature or humidity.

Bolstered by funding from the National
Science Foundation’s Small Business
Innovation Research program, Liu
and CEE Professor Burcu Akinci have
recently launched LeanFM Technologies,
offering new software that could
transform facility management and stop
companies from dumping money down
the drain.
This software allows users to visualize
the facility data in an interactive
3D environment, from which facility
managers can make cost-saving choices
for day-to-day operations, maintenance,
work orders, and energy usage.
“In a nutshell, it’s designed to move the
facility-management industry to more
proactive decision-making,” Akinci
explains. “It’s harnessing the multitude
of information and data that facility
managers have and providing tools
that they can use to drive important
conclusions for their businesses.”
While the company is new, their ideas
and partnership have long been in the
making.
Akinci has researched Building
Information Modeling (BIM) for decades,
and, as a CEE graduate student, Liu
worked closely with Akinci during his
research.
After earning his PhD, Liu spent nearly
three years as an asset preservation
manager on CMU’s facility management
team. There, he experienced first-hand
one of the greatest challenges facing
the field.
“People talk about big data all the
time. The building, for me, represents
the real big data. Every building has
tons of documents, but it’s not just
volume,” says Liu. “The information is
generated by many different people
cmu.edu/cee

To integrate and visualize this data
as a 3D model, LeanFM’s software
relies on advanced techniques like
machine learning and natural language
processing. “At CMU, we can build from
other research and technology being
developed here,” says Liu. “When we
show a facility manager our software,
their reaction is like seeing an iPhone
for the first time. They would never have
imagined what this technology can do.”
With pilot studies for their software
happening soon, Akinci has no doubt of
the potential for BIM in the field. “The
opportunity is huge,” she says. “BIM
is taking off for facility operations and
management, and it is amazing to watch
the industry leap forward.”
SENSING BUSINESS POTENTIAL IN
HEALTH CARE AND BEYOND
Are footsteps the next fingerprint?
Absolutely not — they’re
better, say CEE Professor
Hae Young Noh and
PhD student Mostafa
Mirshekari. Your footsteps
say more about you than a
fingerprint ever will.

Professor Hae Young Noh and PhD student
Mostafa Mirshekari meet to discuss their footstep
research.

status, your state of mind, whether
you’re happy or depressed—all from
your footsteps.”
Currently, Mirshekari is deploying these
sensors at a Pittsburgh nursing home,
where they’re working to prevent falls
in the elderly. To eliminate the risk of
walking alone and falling, many patients
now rely on wheelchairs. Yet, the less
these patients walk, the more their
stability weakens. Nursing home leaders
look to these sensors to stop this cycle,
giving patients more independence and
peace of mind.
“Based on gait deterioration, we can
detect a fall several steps before it
happens. If we hook the sensor up to an

Alongside ECE Associate
Research Professor Pei
Zhang and ECE student
Shijia Pan, Noh and
Mirshekari are developing
sensors to identify and
track people based on
vibrations that occur
as they walk. To date,
there are already two
provisional patents related
to the technology, with
another pending.
“Gait is unique for every
individual,” says Noh. “By
placing a seismic sensor
on or under the floor, we
can monitor your health

The waveform received in sensors that pick up the unique
vibration induced by people walking through a space.
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alert system, we can alert the individual
to sit down or message a care provider if
help is needed,” explains Noh. Beyond
preventing falls, the system could also
uncover gait changes that indicate other
health problems. The data could even
inform best practices on how far apart
to place chairs and benches in care
facilities.
Health care is not the only area where
this technology is attracting attention.
Commercial businesses are intrigued by
its ability to monitor people in groups.
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Most recently, a startup focused on
measuring restaurant traffic and wait
times approached the students and
faculty about licensing their technology.
The group has also talked with
business owners who’d like to optimize
product arrangement and advertising
by gathering data on traffic flow and
shopper characteristics like height or
gender.
Stadium vendors see potential as
well for many scenarios, such as using
the number of people still present at
halftime to guide how much food they
should preparing.
In fact, the applications seem almost
endless. Imagine the sensors detecting,
using only footsteps, when unauthorized

Figure shows Wav Diagnostics’ design of the device in which particles move through a channel and acoustic
waves flow from the right and left to guide particles into different collection areas. (Illustration: Fiona Martin)

individuals enter a secure building. Or,
alerting parents when their child is alone
near their pool. Perhaps they could
communicate with other systems to
adjust energy usage based on people’s
movements throughout a building.

“We want them to pursue what they’re
good at and what they enjoy, whether in
research or industry.”

As their mentors, faculty members Noh
and Zhang admire the students’ work to
get this technology out into society.

“I never expected to start a business,”
admits Erin Dauson. “This just
seemed like an efficient way to get my
technology to the user.”

“We encourage this kind of innovation
and attitude in our students,” says Noh.

A NEW WAVE OF CELL SEPARATION
TECHNOLOGY

As a postdoctoral researcher turned
CEO, Dauson is making waves in the
field of cell separation. Acoustic waves,
that is.
She teamed up with CEE Professors
Irving Oppenheim, Kelvin Gregory,
and ECE Professor Emeritus David
Greve to form a company called Wav
Diagnostics. Together, they’ve created
an acoustic cell separation technology
that’s fast, is affordable, and promises to
maintain cell viability.
Dauson began working
with this trio of professors
as a CEE PhD student,
with research focused on

Pictured left to right:
Kelvin Gregory, Erin Dauson,
and Irving Oppenheim
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sorting cells and other microparticles.
Sorting microparticles is valuable for
many applications, including identifying
pathogens in drinking water and other
environmental uses.
Their first devices used surface acoustic
waves, but they soon discovered the cost
and throughput advantages of utilizing
bulk acoustic waves and switching from a
silicone material to acrylic plastic.
Now, they’ve designed a device for
separating cell particles from 1 to 20
µm in diameter, based on size, shape,
density, compressibility, and other
physiological properties. This device,
which inspired the founding of the
company, features a channel through
which particles and water can flow.
As the particles and water move through
this microchannel, acoustic waves are
sent from both sides of the channel,
creating a standing wave with a series of
nodes and antinodes in the water.
“With no flow of water, each particle
would congregate around a node or
antinode,” says Dauson.
However, the flowing water changes the
drag force on the particles, so that each
particle’s path is decided by the interplay
between the acoustic and drag forces.
“In a smaller particle, the drag force
may outweigh the acoustic force,” she
explains. “This means a large particle
might follow one path, while a smaller
particle follows a different one. At the
end of the separation device, the small
and large particles come out in different
places.”
Cell separation methods often require
modifying cells, thus changing the cells’
innate properties and reducing viability.
Wav Diagnostics’ technique, however,
is nondestructive, making it ideal for
applications where cell health or reuse is
a priority.
Another advantage is price; production
costs are low enough that Wav
Diagnostics may make part of the
product disposable to reduce biohazard
concerns and time needed to clean the
device.
cmu.edu/cee

Greg Lowry Supports Startup
Growth as a Scientific Advisor
Incorporated in 2012, Applied Silver
has grown into a thriving business with
Professor Greg Lowry playing a key

role as their scientific advisor.

“Most of what I did in the early years had to do with silver
chemistry and helping them develop their product to the
best it could be,” says Lowry, who also guided the company
in registering their product with the EPA.
Today, Lowry continues to advise Applied Silver when called
upon and recently coauthored a paper on the efficacy of
their flagship product, SilvaClean. SilvaClean is a waterbased ionic silver laundering treatment used to inhibit
the growth of 99.9% of bacteria on healthcare textiles like
patient bedding, gowns, privacy curtains, and work scrubs.
In the future, Applied Silver plans to expand to textiles in
other industries including hospitality and sports.

While the first iteration of their device
will be a research tool, they’re also
exploring future clinical applications.
“We’re still figuring out what’s
possible,” says Dauson. “For clinical, a
lot of it includes blood since blood is full
of cells.”
As they continue to hone their
device and prepare for beta testing,
Dauson is grateful for the guidance
of Oppenheim, Gregory, and Greve,
saying, “they bring years of experience
and skills to the business and are
invaluable as advisors.”

THE ROAD TO ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Across these ventures, a few themes
emerge, including the dedication
required and the value of support. “You
need a certain type of personality and
commitment to do this. It has a lot of
twists and turns,” says Akinci. “You
definitely need to be passionate about
what you are doing.”
For those who choose this path,
resources are made available every step
of the way. According to Dauson, “The
school does an exceptional amount
to support startups and foster an
environment of innovation.”
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Building a Better Filter: Corinne Clinch (CEE/BME ‘14)
Corinne Clinch (CEE/BME ‘14) learned
an important lesson about resource
access from her uncle when she was
young: “People didn’t die because
of malaria” in his home country of
Cameroon, she says; “they died because
they couldn’t get transportation to clinics
where the proper malaria treatment was
available.”
That early lesson in the dramatic impact
of basic infrastructure and specific
systemic flaws was part of what led her
to devote herself to water purification
and to found the startup company Rorus
Inc.
Rorus is making rapid, gravity-fed,
point-of-use filters that don’t require
measurements or added chemicals, but
instead use nanotechnology to filter
dirty water quickly.
In a demonstration video on YouTube,
Clinch shows how effective Rorus’
durable, backpack-style filters are by
filling one up with brown water from
a drainage pipe in Frick Park and
dispensing clear, drinkable water from
the spigot at the bottom of the bag
7 - Summer 2016

almost instantly.
“Usability is the priority for all Rorus
filters because it’s the real reason
people don’t have clean water,” Clinch
explains.
Rorus may be a young company—
Clinch co-founded it in 2014 with CMU
industrial design student Uriel Eisen—
but its innovative technology already
is earning plenty of attention and
accolades.
In just the past few months, Rorus won
BNY Mellon’s Social Finance Global
Innovation Award, placed first in
South by Southwest’s 2016 accelerator
competition and won the festival’s
Trend of the Event award for civic
engagement, and won the Launch Pad
PITCH competition at the tech startup
conference Collision.
Before founding Rorus, Clinch
had multiple experiences working
abroad on water-related issues as an
undergraduate: She spent a summer
in rural South Africa researching new
methods of purification, and developed

software tools for water management in
Ghana as an intern with CMU’s Robotics
Institute.
“Being an engineer while experiencing
the challenges of developing countries
makes those problems feel like
opportunities to get involved, rather than
just overwhelming realities,” she says.
“I’m lucky that the whole CEE
department encouraged my spunk, even
though it sometimes made it harder on
my professors,” she says. That helped
her to graduate with the double major
and a master’s degree in in biomedical
engineering in less than five years.
As she’s made the transition from
engineer to entrepreneur, Clinch says
one of the biggest challenges has been
to remember to take risks. “It’s easier as
an engineer to wait until you have the
data you want before making a decision,
but for the company to grow, it needs
to move quickly and grow beyond my
personal control,” she says.
Find out more about Rorus Inc., Clinch, and her
colleagues at rorusinc.com.

Civil & Environmental Engineering

ASCE Outstanding Civil Engineering Student Award
Stephanie Emore
H. A. Thomas, Sr. Distinguished Service Award
Craig Boman
Angela Ng
H. A. Thomas, Sr. Scholarship Award
Christopher Herrera
James P. Romualdi
Civil and Environmental Engineering Award
Jessica Guo
Outstanding Teaching Assistant Award
Lauren Cook
Paul P. Christiano Distinguished Service Award
Casey Caslin
Mao Yisheng Outstanding Dissertation Award
Erin Dauson

cmu.edu/cee
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Researchers Detect
and Quantify
Man-Made Changes
in Earthquake Activity
How CEE researchers are working
to detect man-made earthquakes
months in advance

I

n 2011, a 5.6-magnitude earthquake struck Oklahoma, damaging 14 homes and
injuring two people. The cause of the earthquake has been linked to activities
related to oil and gas production, specifically wastewater disposal.

The occurrence of such quakes by man-made causes is called “induced seismicity.”
Among other efforts to reduce the risk associated with induced seismicity, PhD
student Pengyun Wang, along with CEE Professors Mitchell Small and Matteo
Pozzi and University of Pittsburgh Professor William Harbert, have been developing
approaches for detecting and quantifying increases in the frequency of man-made
earthquakes.
Wang and the professors are using data such as magnitudes and epicenters from
Oklahoma quakes for their work. Through one line of research, Wang and his
advisors have established a statistical model that tells them when a critical shift in
the frequency of seismic activity occurs.
By monitoring for these shifts, the researchers can know early when an area is
exposed to an increased risk of earthquakes. For Oklahoma, the model could have
detected the shift leading up to the 2011 quake as early as 2009.
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“We want to prevent a severe
consequence from happening by
detecting induced seismicity when it just
begins,” Wang says.
Through a related line of research, Wang
and the professors can determine the
level of risk a detected shift in activity
poses. Using a different statistical
method and the Oklahoma data, they
can determine not only when seismic
activity increases, but how much that
activity increases over time.

By knowing the rate of seismic activity,
the researchers can determine the
probability of an earthquake above a
certain magnitude striking an area in the
upcoming months.
With methods established for better
detecting increases in seismic activity,
the researchers now are working to
break down that activity even further by
mapping the locations and frequency of
earthquakes across Oklahoma.
Although currently they can determine
risk for large swaths of the state, they
are developing ways to determine the
varying levels of risk for different areas
within it.
“We have been studying the entire
region as a system, but the system has
a lot of connected components,” Wang
says.
By determining risk associated with
different parts of the state, the
researchers can produce hazard maps
for the region that show decision-makers
which area is subject to the largest
increased hazard of earthquakes.
Through all of their work, the researchers
are making it easier to determine when
and where seismic activity presents
danger. If they can detect increases in
activity early, they can save time for

cmu.edu/cee

House damage in central Oklahoma from the magnitude 5.6 earthquake on Nov. 6, 2011.
Photo Credit: Brian Sherrod, USGS.

implementing strategies to mitigate the
effects of earthquakes.
For example, people using the models
could alert oil and gas companies to
operate wells differently in order to
potentially prevent a destructive quake.
They can also alert decision-makers
like government agencies and building

engineers to reassess earthquake codes
and building requirements in affected
areas. The models, although tested in
Oklahoma, can be applied to any area.
If they can successfully map risk, Wang
and professors at CMU and Pitt can
provide valuable data for the decisionmaking regarding risk management.

3500
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“Mere detection isn’t good enough,”
Wang says. “Induced seismicity can be of
small consequence—it can also be big.
We need to quantify the [rate] of induced
seismicity because a higher rate means a
higher risk.”
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with magnitude above M3.0 for the time period from 1973 to January 2016.
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sustainable water systems with
a focus on watershed-level
management decisions and their
effect on urban-engineered water
systems.

MEAGAN MAUTER
Assistant Professor

MITCH SMALL
Heinz Professor

Early Career Award
National Science Foundation

Outstanding Mentoring Award
CMU College of Engineering

George Tallmann Ladd
Research Award
CMU College of Engineering

The College of Engineering
Outstanding Mentoring
Award was awarded to Heinz
Professor Mitch Small (CEE/EPP)
in recognition of excellence in
mentoring graduate students and
junior faculty.

Professor Meagan Mauter (CEE/
EPP) was recently awarded two
awards — the National Science
Foundation Early Career Award
and the College of Engineering
George Tallman Ladd Research
Award — in recognition of
her outstanding research and
professional accomplishments and
potential.
Her research looks at enabling
energy-efficient water treatment
technologies.
Her recent work has focused on
the development of membranes
with improved mass transfer and
fouling resistance, desalination
technologies that leverage low
temperature heat as an energy
input, and processes for treating
alternative feed streams, including
high-salinity oil- and gas-produced
water and low salinity brackish
water.

Through Small’s teaching, students
are equipped with quantitative
tools in statistical and process
modeling that enable them to
excel. He has been a highly
successful PhD and thesisMS advisor or co-advisor with
graduates going into professional
practice, academia, and
governmental careers.

Meagan Mauter: Meeting
Water Demand in an EnergyConstrained World
bit.ly/mauter-cit-research
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CHRIS HENDRICKSON
Hamerschlag University Professor
Emeritus and Director of Traffic 21
Future of Interstate Study
Committee Member
National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine
Chris Hendrickson has been
named by the National Academies
of Sciences, Engineering, and
Medicine to the Future of Interstate
Study Committee.

JEANNE VANBRIESEN
Duquesne Light Professor
Fellow
Environmental & Water
Resources Institute

FIND OUT MORE:

VanBriesen is well regarded as
a leader at the university and
recognized as a mentor who is
regularly sought out by students
and junior faculty. She takes very
seriously the role of advising, and is
acutely aware of how students look
to her as a role model.

The EWRI Fellow distinction is in
recognition of Dusquesne Light
Professor Jeanne VanBriesen’s
expertise and leadership in the
field of environmental water
resources.
Currently she is researching

The Transportation Research
Board (TRB) launched the Future
Interstate Study in order to study
the future of the U.S. Interstate
in agreement with Section 6021
of the Fixing America’s Surface
Transportation Act of 2015.
The committee is made up of
14 experts with a variety of
backgrounds, from transportation
policy, urban and rural planning,
and highway construction and
operations to traffic safety,
economic development, funding,
and multimodal transportation.
The committee will be developing
a report over the course of 30
months.
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The Vents in Your Office Aren’t
Just Pumping Out Air
We rely on our heating, ventilation-airconditioning systems to keep us cool
when it’s hot and warm when it’s cold —
but that’s not all they’re doing. Current
systems waste huge amounts of energy
and hemorrhage money as a result.
It’s estimated that buildings consume
more than 40 percent of our country’s
energy, and of that energy, nearly
one-third is wasted due to outdated,
inefficient systems like heating and
cooling.
Not only is this hard on the environment,
contributing to greenhouse gas
emissions, it’s also hard on our wallets.
Even cutting out half of these
inefficiencies could lower the nation’s
annual energy bill by nearly $80 billion.
Professors Mario Berges (CEE) and
Anthony Rowe (ECE) have come up with
a way to combat these inefficiencies.
Where current HVAC systems assume

maximum occupancy in each
room, Berges and Rowe aim
to develop a system that can
be installed into HVAC units
which will use depth sensors to
accurately estimate how many
Mario Berges		
Anthony Rowe
people are in a particular room.
That way, the system can stop
simply through gathering more accurate
heating or cooling empty rooms, and
information about occupants.”
instead focus the energy on occupied
ones.
The project will develop a depthsensor-based occupancy estimation
The project is funded by the U.S.
and HVAC control solution that can be
Department of Energy (DOE), as part
easily installed into existing buildings.
of their $19 million investment into 18
The system will be able to sense and
different projects designed to reduce
take into account much more than just
building inefficiencies.
the number of occupants in a space—
using even the specific clothing worn by
“If this project is successful, consumers
occupants to determine the space’s ideal
will have indoor environments that are
temperature.
able to adjust their own temperature, to
maximize comfort for their inhabitants,
Berges, Rowe, and the rest of their
while minimizing energy consumption,”
team will begin work on the three-year
Berges explains. “We expect to be
project in the fall of 2016, in partnership
able to significantly reduce the energy
with Bosch Research and Stony Brook
consumption of HVAC, and lighting
University.
for spaces installed with this solution,

International Structural Systems Group Meets at CMU
system reliability and optimization
theories and methods.

Thirty international researchers from
three continents met in May 2016 at
CMU for the bi-annual International
Federation for Information Processing
(IFIP) Working Group 7.5 Conference
on Reliability and Optimization of
Structural Systems.
The meeting, organized by CEE
Professors Matteo Pozzi and Jacobo
Bielak, focused on modern structural
cmu.edu/cee

“This group has a long tradition in
developing innovative approaches
for integration computation, data
analysis, and optimization for
reliability assessment and design of
infrastructure system,” explains Pozzi.
“The conference is a small and intense
gathering to discuss recent results and
new trends in these fields.”
The IFIP is a global organization
for researchers and professionals
working in the field of Information and
Communication Technologies. It was
established in 1960 under the support
of UNESCO and is recognized by the
United Nations, linking international
societies and academies of science.

IFIP WK Group 7.5 participants inside of the newly
completed Scott Hall.
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Achieving the Right Temperature:
Making HVAC Systems
More Efficient
In the U.S., buildings consume more than 40 percent
of energy annually. Heating, ventilation, and airconditioning systems use about half of the energy
consumed by the buildings in which they operate,
much of which is wasted by system faults.
To improve the performance of HVAC systems, researchers from the CEE
department, including students and faculty, are working on projects with
members of Facilities Management Services (FMS) who maintain all aspects of
CMU’s buildings. The data they are using come directly from the university’s
HVAC systems. The CEE-FMS projects, while varied, could together make
these systems not only drastically more energy efficient, but also more cost
effective.
CORRECTING SOFTWARE FAULTS IN HVAC SYSTEMS
In modern HVAC systems, software plays a major role in regulating room
conditions. When a person adjusts the air settings in a room, software
controls the reactions of the system to make the room hotter or colder. But if
the software is not written correctly, the system may not give the person the
conditions they want.
PhD student Jerry Lei is reducing errors in the software’s control logic — the
part of the software that responds to commands from users — to ensure
HVAC systems reach the right conditions efficiently. Lei is being advised by
Professors Burcu Akinci, Mario Berges, and Xuesong (Pine) Liu.
The control logic gathers data from hundreds of sensors in the systems that
monitor everything from air temperature to air flow. If written correctly, the
control logic reads the data and adjusts the system’s activities accordingly.
But if there are issues with how the software reads the sensor data, the
software’s control logic could wrongly adjust the system.
“It is up to the control logic to decide, based on sensor readings and other
factors like outside temperature, to what extent it should activate parts of the
system,” says Lei. “It is the control logic’s job to decide what … output the
HVAC system produces.”
Using data harvested from on-campus HVAC systems, Lei is trying to stop
faults due to errors in the control logic. If the control logic accurately tells an
13 - Summer 2016
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HVAC system how to correctly adjust a
room’s conditions consistently, not only
will the room be comfortable for the
people in it, but the system will use less
energy and with energy savings come
cost savings.
IDENTIFYING & NAMING SENSORS
None of Lei’s work would be possible
without the hundreds of sensors within
HVAC systems.
The sensors are identified by names they
are assigned — usually a string of letters
and numbers that tell building managers
what the sensor is detecting and where it
is located.
Currently, though, sensors across
HVAC systems that detect the same

measurement can be named in vastly
different ways.

sensors in the campus’s many HVAC
systems to fit them with uniform names.

“Buildings-automation systems
maintaining HVAC systems are installed
by different vendors who use different
naming conventions that make it really
hard to decipher” what sensors are used
for, says PhD student Jingkun Gao.

When Gao is finished, building managers
will be able to easily identify what
sensors are detecting and in what
buildings or rooms they are located
using his standard naming systems. With
this understanding, managers will be
able to more quickly collect the data
they need to diagnose problems.

Gao, advised by Professor Mario
Berges, is making it possible to
automatically identify what the sensors
detect by creating standard naming
systems to convert often inconsistent
or obscure sensor tags to more easily
identifiable names.

For more information about the work the CEE
department is doing to improve HVAC systems,
read part two of this series, which details the work
of CEE PhD student Irem Velibeyoglu as well as a
collaboration between CMU and IBM, online at:
bit.ly/cee-hvac-2

Through machine-learning methods,
he is assisting FMS in identifying the

Faculty on the Road

Professors SARAH CHRISTIAN
and MEAGAN MAUTER were
selected as ASCE ExCEED
Fellows and participated in
weeklong workshops that focus
on improving and expanding
teaching skills.

cmu.edu/cee

Professor KELVIN GREGORY
traveled to the Universidad de
los Andes in Bogota, Colombia,
to teach a graduate-level course
that covered the management and
treatment of produced water from
oil and natural gas production.
Also known as Uniandes, this
is the top-ranked university in
Colombia and is ranked eighth in
Latin America.

Professor JIM THOMPSON took
to the road with some ASCE
Student Chapter members to
see the construction site of the
new Interstate 70 and State
Route 19 interchange, the first
diverging diamond interchange in
Pennsylvania.
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STUDENT NEWS
“Corey Harper has demonstrated a high
level of commitment and motivation
for his research and has made strong
contributions, and we are delighted that
he has received this recognition for his
work,” says David Dzombak, Head of
Civil and Environmental Engineering.

CHELSEA KOLB
PhD Candidate
Fulbright Scholar

Harper was also invited to join the
National Academy of Engineering’s
Transportation Research Board (TRB).
Harper will serve on the TRB for three
years as one of four younger members.

PhD student Chelsea Kolb of Cloquet,
MN received a Fulbright award to
investigate how projected climate
change will impact aquifer levels in
northwestern Costa Rica.

Researchers invited to join this standing
committee are considered experts
in their field and are recognized as
someone who can contribute valuable
perspective on current issues.

Working with a hydrologist at the
National University of Costa Rica Liberia Campus Center for Hydraulic
Resources for Central America and
the Caribbean, Kolb will study how
projected climate change will impact
aquifer levels in the northwestern region
of the Guanacaste Province and develop
strategies for local stakeholders to
determine best management practices
for the region as climate change
threatens an already scarce resource.

Harper’s research analyzes the
environmental, infrastructure, and
safety implications of autonomous and
connected vehicles on policies and
transportation systems.

Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate
U.S. Navy

Eisenhower Graduate Fellowship
Federal Highway Administration
TRB Member
National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine
Corey Harper of Baltimore, Maryland
was recently awarded a 2016
Eisenhower Transportation Graduate
Fellowship grant.
15 - Summer 2016

AHMAD KHANZADA
Undergraduate - Class of 2017
IMPAQT
CMU Program
Ahmad Khanzada (BS ‘17) was
selected to take part in an annual
cultural and academic exchange with
CMU-Q in which he traveled to CMU’s
Doha campus and was immersed in
student life.
He attended classes and activities;
interviewed students, faculty, and staff
about their personal experiences; met
with student organizations; explored
residential life in Education City; and
toured facilities relevant to the student
experience in Education City and
Doha.

TIM HINKLE
Undergraduate - Class of 2018

COREY HARPER
PhD Candidate

Hinkle. “I’ve always known I wanted to
serve in the military, and this program
lets me use my engineering knowledge
to do just that.”

Post-graduation, CEE junior Tim Hinkle
will be living and leading aboard a U.S.
Naval nuclear submarine. This summer,
Hinkle was accepted into the Navy’s
highly competitive and selective Nuclear
Propulsion Officer Candidate program.

IMPAQT (Initiating Meaningful
Pittsburgh and Qatar Ties) connects
top students from each campus to
cultivate more meaningful relationships
between the student bodies in
Pittsburgh and Doha.

Once he graduates with his class, he
will head to successive officer and
nuclear-power Naval training programs
to prepare him to serve on a U.S. Naval
Nuclear Submarine.
“It is an honor to be selected for this
program and to serve my country,” says

Team IMPAQT in Education City, Doha
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In Their Words: Summer Internships
JULISSA CRUZ - Undergraduate - Class of 2017
Accenture - Pittsburgh
“I was doing technology consulting for Accenture. Part of
my duties as a technology analyst included keeping track of
maintenance systems, troubleshooting any tech problems that
leaders might have, and keeping track of budgets and other
tracking devices.”
KAVIN SANGHAVI - Undergraduate - Class of 2017
Clark Construction - Washington, D.C., Metro Area
“I worked on the Virginia Ave Tunnel project. CSX runs trains
through D.C. from Richmond to Baltimore.
“Clark is the general contractor for the reconstruction of the
old tunnel and construction of a new one, so that CSX trains
can double stack and have two going through at the same
time.
“A good amount of my time was spent outside learning about
construction and talking to different foremen about adapting
to changes when designs don’t work in the field.”

LESLIE ABRAHAMS - Quantitative
Modeling Under Uncertainty
to Inform Effective Energy and
Environmental Policies - Advisors:
Griffith, Matthews, and Samaras
VAIBHAV AGRAWAL - Multiscale
Phase-field Model for Phase
Transformation and Fracture Advisor: Dayal
LAUREN BERGMAN - Predicting
Water Treatment Challenges From
Source Water Natural Organic
Matter Characterization - Advisor:
VanBriesen
AMY DALE - Modeling the Fate of
Engineered Metal and Metal Oxide
Nanoparticles in Surface Waters and
Sediments: Environmental Drivers,
Particle Properties, and Implications
for Model Design - Advisors: Casman
and Lowry

ROCHELLE SAMUEL - Masters Student
Nucor - Seattle

JHA PRASHANT - Coarse Graining
of Electric Field Interactions with
Materials - Advisor: Dayal

“I stumbled on Nucor’s information sessions after a late class. I
ended up really liking the company and what it stood for.

GEORGE LEDERMAN - Data-Driven
Approaches for Track Monitoring
Using In-Service Trains - Advisors:
Bielak and Noh

“I worked on support projects for a major internal
environmental inspection. This included updating
environmental plans to comply with federal, state, and county
regulations, and redeveloping a waste characterization
database that detailed hazard information.
“My final project was on waste minimization, where I designed
a material movements database to track historical reuse,
recycling, and disposal of waste streams, discovering potential
savings of up to $150,000 annually.”

PETER TSCHOFEN - Masters Student
Vorarlberger Illwerke AG - Vorarlberg, Austria
“I definitely saw a lot of connections with what I’m learning in
the classroom. Since I’m concentrating on Energy Infrastructure
Systems it seemed natural to work at a utility for an internship.
“Right now, it is a very exciting time to work in Europe because
so many things are going on in the energy sector that directly
influence all participants. Everyone I was working with had very
strong opinions about what is happening with renewables, and
the ‘Energiewende’ (Germany’s decision to abandon nuclear
power) has a huge impact on the company.”
cmu.edu/cee

Recent PhD
Theses

MEGAN LEITCH - Quantitative
Structure-Flux Relationships of
Membrane Distillation Materials for
Water Desalination - Advisors: Lowry
and Mauter
ALYSSA MCQUILLING - Ammonia
Emissions from Livestock in the
United States from Farm-Level
Models to a New National Inventory Advisor: Adams
ARGHA NAMHATA - Modeling
and Statistical Assessment of Fluid
Migration Response in the Above
Zone Monitoring Interval of a
Geologic Carbon Storage Site Advisors: Karamalidis and Nakles
NUR ORAK - Statistical Models
for Evaluating Exposure-Health
Relationships - Advisor: Small
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Rare Opportunity
on the National Mall
When the Smithsonian National Museum
of African American History and Culture
opens in Washington, D.C. this fall, visitors
to the capital will have access to the only
national museum dedicated exclusively to
the African American experience.

For Brittani Grant (BS, MS ’12), a
project manager at Clark Construction
Group, the opening of the museum on
September 24, 2016, also will signify the
end of her first major building project as
a Carnegie Mellon alumna.
Grant joined Clark — one of three
general contractors constructing the
museum — right after CMU in 2013, and
has since been helping to manage the
project.
The museum — perhaps the last one to
be built on the National Mall — houses
more than 36,000 artifacts including
photography, clothing, and literature
from various eras that document African
American life, history, and culture.

BRINGING THE PANELS TO LIFE
In bringing together what will be a
fixture of the nation’s capital, Grant has
been instrumental in creating one of its
most iconic features: the curtain wall
system that surrounds the museum.
The system consists of three main
components: steel that forms its frame,
glass that completely encases the
building, and more than 3,500 patterned
panels on the outside of the structure
that cover the upper floors.
For her, a particular challenge was
getting the aluminum panels, in
particular, fabricated and delivered to
the National Mall. This effort began
when Grant was an intern.
After she started at the company full
time in 2013, Grant and the team she
worked with went through a number of
steps to ensure the panels were exactly
what they wanted for the building.
With different groups contracted to
make the panels, Grant traveled as far as
Washington state and Oregon to make
sure the team was getting high-quality
materials and that the panels — which
are painted to look like bronze — were
produced on schedule.
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When the finished panels finally began
to arrive at the construction site, “that
was a really strong moment for me,”
Grant says. “Everybody loved it. It was
very rewarding to see all that sweat and
tears pay off.”
BUILDING BRIDGES: CMU & CLARK
Not only has Grant helped to lead
the construction of the museum while
at Clark, but she also has worked to
establish strong ties between the
company and CMU.
Clark Construction began attending
CMU’s Technical Opportunities
Conference, through which it offers fulltime and internship positions. Today, the
company employs at least a dozen CMU
alumni in the Mid-Atlantic region, with
even more alumni at regional offices.
After Grant finishes her work on the
museum, she will move onto a new
project with a new team, but she’ll still
visit the museum for years to come.
“It’s been really awesome to get to
work on something so monumental and
something that is going to last hundreds
of years — that I’ll be bringing my family
to for generations,” she said.
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THOMAS LEECH (BS ‘69)
LINDA KAPLAN (BS ‘07)
Bridges... Pittsburgh at the Point...
A Journey Through History
Authors
Alumni Thomas Leech and Linda Kaplan
have released a beautifully illustrated
and very informative book, Bridges...
Pittsburgh at the Point... A Journey
Through History. The book delves into
when and where bridges were built, who
built them, how they work, what else
was happening in Pittsburgh at the time
they were built, and how these bridges
helped to transform Pittsburgh and the
region.
“With this book we hope to share, to the
lay and technical reader alike, a love for
the history of bridges, transportation,
Pittsburgh and all things that civil
engineers enjoy and are proud of,”
say the authors.

GRANT BROMHAL (MS ‘97, PHD ‘00)
TIM BARTHOLOMEW - PHD STUDENT
National Academies Roundtable
on Unconventional Hydrocarbon
Development

We want
to hear
from you!
Tell us about your news or
share a photo of yourself
on your latest project.
Email the editor:
mmobley@andrew.cmu.edu

The National Academies Roundtable
on Unconventional Hydrocarbon
Development, co-chaired by Professor
and Department Head Dave Dzombak,
held a workshop on management and
use of flowback and produced water in
Washington, D.C.

CarnegieMellonUniversityCEE
CMU_CEE

Among the 80 participants at the
workshop were CEE PhD student
Tim Bartholomew, CEE alum Grant
Bromhal of the DOE National Energy
Technology Laboratory, and David
Alleman, formerly with National Energy
Technology Laboratory.

cmucee
Carnegie Mellon University 		
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The book is available through Amazon.

2016

MICHELLE COUSTE (BS ‘15)
Clark Construction
Volunteerism
Girls, Inc - D.C.
Alumna Michelle Couste, who is part of
the Dulles Metrorail Silver Line Project
for Clark Construction, gives a tour to
a group of young women from the D.C.
chapter of Girls, Inc. These women
had an opportunity to tour the site and
learn about civil engineering career
opportunities.
cmu.edu/cee
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5:30PM

5201 SCOTT HALL

CMU CAMPUS

RSVP - Deb Lange - dlange@cmu.edu
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A Look Back at 2016

Clipper City Dinner Cruise - Graduate Class of 2016

Clipper City Dinner Cruise - Undergraduate Class of 2016

Chi Epsilon

ASCE Ohio Valley Conference Team

Summer Research Presentations

ASCE Hard Hat Tour of the new
Cohon University Center
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Clipper City Dinner Cruise

Spring Pancake Breakfast

CEE GSA Pirates Game

2016 Meeting of the Minds
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Summer
Research:
Harnessing
Elements

Rare-earth elements are critical
components of many of the high-tech
devices we use today— but recovering
them is no easy task.
Sohini Bagchi, a second-year masters
student, has been looking to do just
that through an assistantship offered
by the CEE department that provides
undergraduate and graduate students
with the opportunity to perform
research in the summer.

the export of the materials. Meanwhile,
the U.S.’s main source of the elements, a
mine in California, was idled last year.
“Because we rely on electronics now
more than ever, the demand for rareearth elements has gone up,” said
Bagchi. “We need to find alternative
sources.”
To test how much of the rare-earth
elements contained in ash can be
leached out, Bagchi used acidic
solutions that, when in contact with the
ash, remove the elements. Leaching
useful resources from the ash has the
potential to produce a source of rare
earths that is largely untapped.
In the U.S., almost 130 million tons
of coal ash were produced in 2014,
according to the American Coal Ash
Association. When it is disposed, a large
portion of the ash goes into in landfills,
and impoundments.
Treating the coal ash produced each
year — in addition to the ash already
in disposal sites — could help alleviate
some of the demand for rare-earth
elements.

This summer, 14 CEE
undergraduate and masters
students participated
in summer research
experiences where they
work with faculty on a
variety of research topics
ranging from climate
change to energy to
building health. The
students in this special
program also participated
in weekly professional
development workshops.
At the end of the summer,
the students presented
their work at a department
poster session.

cmu.edu/cee

In summer 2016, Bagchi continued
work on campus that she began last
academic year to determine the amount
of rare-earth elements that can be
removed from coal ash, a potentially
toxic material that is produced when
coal is burned.
She was advised in her work by
Associate Research Professor
Athanasios Karamalidis and
postdoctoral research fellow Clinton
Noack.
There are 17 rare-earth elements which
power devices including cellphones,
defense systems, and new energy
technologies. Because of their wideranging usefulness, the elements are in
high demand, but there isn’t a steady
supply of them.
Today, a majority of the world’s rareearth supply is produced in China,
which until last year held tight control on

Bagchi is not only researching the
amount of rare-earth elements that can
be leached from coal ash, but also is
looking to rid the ash of materials that
could be dangerous to the environment.
As coal ash breaks down naturally over
time at disposal sites, harmful materials
contained within it, such as toxic metals,
can leach into the earth, possibly
endangering the groundwater supply
and, in turn, human health. But Bagchi
aims to separate those toxic materials
before the ash reaches the disposal
sites.
If different materials, including rare
earths and toxic materials, can be
separated from coal ash, a major
environmental concern may be solved,
and the question of whether or not
there are other reliable sources for
critical technology materials may be
answered.
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STAFF NEWS
of Engineering Staff Awards Luncheon
in recognition of her dedication to the
students.
Andrea gives her time and talent
selflessly in service our department,
and is very deserving of this collegewide recognition.

CATHY SCHAEFER
Director of Finance and
Administration

Since she joined the department in
2014, Cathy has done an exemplary job
in working to help develop and execute
a strategic vision for the department,
while ensuring that department goals
are aligned with college and university
goals.
She is also instrumental in ensuring that
the department is adhering to efficient
and effective business processes and is
a respected professional who motivates
the department staff to excel.

After departing Georgia Tech for
family reasons, he worked for several
years as a stability and controls
engineer for Honda Aircraft in
Greensboro, North Carolina.
Marc’s professional background and
his interests in and experience with
hands-on activities are a great fit for
our needs.

Department Administrator Award
for Excellence
College of Engineering
Cathy Schaefer was named the
winner of the 2016 CIT Department
Administrator Award for Excellence for
her leadership among her peers at the
college and university level.

Marc has a B.S. in Mechanical &
Aerospace Engineering from Princeton
University (2005), and started work
toward a PhD at the Georgia Institute
of Technology.

CORNELIA MOORE
Buyer and Business Support
Certified Purchasing Professional
American Purchasing Society
Cornelia Moore recently successfully
completed the nationally recognized
Certified Purchasing Professional
program.
Through mastering a series of
comprehensive topics ranging from
negotiation techniques to ethics to
domestic and international regulations,
Cornelia has expanded her expertise
as a professional buyer for the
department.

PATRICK PRICE
Computing Systems Administrator
New Staff
Patrick Price joined the department in
May 2016. He came to Pittsburgh from
his hometown of Altoona in 2010 to
attend University of Pittsburgh, where
he earned his B.S. in Information
Science.
Patrick brings a range of information
technology experience, most recently
in the Pittsburgh office of Computer
Sciences Corporation.
Patrick is also an avid sports fan and
is currently training to compete in the
Boston Marathon.

ANDREA FRANCIONI ROONEY
Director of Undergraduate Programs
Staff Spirit Award
College of Engineering
Andrea Francioni Rooney received
the Spirit Award at the 2016 College
21 - Summer 2016

MARC PERETTI
Facilities & Lab Engineer
New Staff
Marc Peretti recently joined the
department to manage facilites and
assist in lab-based courses.
Civil & Environmental Engineering

Larry Cartwright: Mentor, Professor,
and Friend Leaves Lasting Legacy
Larry Cartwright, an esteemed and much-beloved former Carnegie
Mellon University professor, passed away on August 28, 2016.

Larry Cartwright was born October 8,
1945, in New Brighton, Pennsylvania.
After serving in the U.S. Air Force in the
Vietnam War, he returned to Pennsylvania
and enrolled in the Civil Engineering
program at Carnegie Mellon, earning his
BSCE in 1976.
Cartwright joined the department in
1977 as the manager of the Civil and
Environmental Engineering Laboratories.
He was hired by Professor Francis
McMichael, then Head of CEE, who
became Cartwright’s career-long mentor
and friend.
Within five years, Cartwright was
appointed as an instructor and his
penchant for teaching quickly became
clear.
While managing the labs and helping
with courses, Cartwright earned a
masters degree in civil engineering in
1987.
After promotions to Senior Lecturer
and Principal Lecturer, Cartwright was
designated a Teaching Professor in 2004,
the highest rank for teaching faculty at
CMU.
During his 38-year career, Cartwright
received many accolades for teaching
excellence including the Ryan Award
(1994) from CMU, an annual award given
to one university faculty member in
recognition of outstanding devotion and
effectiveness as an instructor.
He also received Professor of the Year
(1999) from the Pittsburgh Section of the
cmu.edu/cee

American Society of Civil Engineers, and
Best Paper (2001) from the American
Society for Engineering Education for
a presentation about the CEE senior
design course.
He received the CIT Philip L. Dowd
Fellowship Award (2004) for his creative
work in undergraduate laboratory
classes. In 2015 he received the
Robert G. Quinn Award from ASEE
for distinguished achievement in
engineering education.
His many and varied contributions to
Carnegie Mellon were honored by
the CMU Alumni Association, with the
Faculty Service Alumni Award (2007) for
his extraordinary commitment to the
support and education of CMU alumni,
and with the Andrew Carnegie Society
Recognition Award (2016).
While Cartwright had many
accomplishments, his heart was always in
mentoring and working with students.
Among his students’ favorite courses
was Design and Construction, a juniorsenior elective course he helped
develop and led for over 25 years. This
interdisciplinary course brought students
together from civil, mechanical, and
electrical engineering, as well as students
from fine arts, to design and construct
projects on campus from start to finish.
Producing numerous study spaces,
pavilions, and even an amphitheater,
Cartwright and his students left a lasting,
visible legacy on campus.

While teaching, Cartwright often
peppered his engineering instruction
with lessons about the value of hard work,
integrity, and practical thinking.
“I learned about life, I learned about
how to put things together, and I learned
about how to deal with people in a
respectful way with high expectations,”
said alumnus Keith Sunderman (BS CE
’83) at Cartwright’s retirement celebration
in April 2014. Sunderman was both
Cartwright’s student and work-study
employee. “I like to think that the reason
I’ve been successful is because I know
what it takes to get things done — that
comes from Larry Cartwright.”
Professor Cartwright retired in June 2013,
but continued teaching part time.
In 2013, CEE alumni established the
Lawrence Cartwright Support Fund for
Teaching Professors, which honors his
many contributions to CMU and ensures
that Cartwright’s name will remain forever
tied to CEE.
Reflecting on Cartwright’s impact on CEE
and Carnegie Mellon, David Dzombak
says: “Larry left a substantial legacy
at Carnegie Mellon, including physical
infrastructure in Porter Hall and around
campus, philanthropic infrastructure
through his great generosity, and
generations of CEE students who carry
on his creativity and joie de vivre. The last
component of his legacy was no doubt
the most important to him.”
CEE will hold a memorial event to celebrate
Cartwright’s life on Friday evening, April 21.
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To our alumni: Thank You!
You support us in our mission in
so many ways, and we’re very
grateful for the generosity you
show. We’re proud of what
you’ve accomplished since you
graduated, and we hope you’re
equally proud to call us your alma
mater.
We’d love to keep in touch
with you, and it’s easy to
update your information with
the department. It takes less
than five minutes to fill out our
contact survey: bit.ly/cee-alumupdate.
Questions about this survey, or
just want to know more about
how you can get involved with
the department? Please contact
Deb Lange at dlange@cmu.edu.

ivil and Environmental Engineering
GiveC Where
Your Heart
CEE is a remarkable department where faculty, students, alumni, and staff feel
connected to each other and the work being done here. Visitors notice the visible
signs of our strong community, and new students quickly realize that they are part
2016
of someplace special. Our flexible undergraduate
and graduate curricula and
access to cutting-edge research opportunities allow CEE to continue to graduate
classes of creative thinkers and doers.
We are able to provide an engaging, enriching, and encouraging environment
because of the support of our donors. Giving to CEE is a vote of confidence in our
program and helps keep us competitive with other world-class programs.
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Gifts at all levels are needed and appreciated from alumni and friends.
Undergraduate alumni participation rates also influence our national rankings
in publications such as U.S. News & World Report.

ANNA C. LENHART (BS ‘11)
Find details at bit.ly/cee-giving
Recent Alumnus Achievement
Current CEE Giving Options:

ANDREW J. (AJ) EGGENBERGER (BS ‘61, PHD ‘67)

Lawrence
SupportK.
Fund
for Distinguished
Teaching Professors
Lt.Cartwright
Col. Christopher
Raible
Public Service
Dr. Elio D’Appolonia Graduate Fellowship Fund

RICHARD
E. (DICK)
Chris T. Hendrickson
Undergraduate
TravelGRAY
Fund (BS
Distinguished Alumnus Award
CEE Strategic Fund

‘56)

DANIEL D. WARMACK (BS ‘88)
Outstanding Alumni Service Award

CarnegieMellonUniversityCEE
@cmu_cee
bit.ly/linkedin-cmu-cee

